PACS number(s): 34.80. Bm, 99.10.Cd Previously, we published measurements, obtained with a variation of the relative flow technique that employed a collimating thin aperture gas source, of the differential cross sections (DCSs) for elastic scattering of electrons by water. Our setup used crossed electron and gas beams as part of a high-resolution electron spectrometer. The use of an aperture (as opposed to a tube) gas source means that the gas-kinetic cross section, otherwise essential for correct normalization of the DCS, was not a parameter in our experiment. We noted then that our measurements were some 30%-50% larger than previous experimental values, and we hypothesized that this difference was perhaps due to inadequate characterization of the gas-kinetic cross section for water, inasmuch as this parameter was needed for applying the relative flow method in all measurements except ours.
Previously, we published measurements, obtained with a variation of the relative flow technique that employed a collimating thin aperture gas source, of the differential cross sections (DCSs) for elastic scattering of electrons by water. Our setup used crossed electron and gas beams as part of a high-resolution electron spectrometer. The use of an aperture (as opposed to a tube) gas source means that the gas-kinetic cross section, otherwise essential for correct normalization of the DCS, was not a parameter in our experiment. We noted then that our measurements were some 30%-50% larger than previous experimental values, and we hypothesized that this difference was perhaps due to inadequate characterization of the gas-kinetic cross section for water, inasmuch as this parameter was needed for applying the relative flow method in all measurements except ours.
Recently, we revisited this problem with new personnel as well as a minor change in the scattered electron detector (replacement of real with virtual entrance apertures). In the process of measuring relative flow rates as well as elastic-scattering differential cross sections (DCSs), we found our previously reported DCSs to be too large by, on average, 15% compared to the present results since the new relative flow measurements were higher than the earlier flow rates by about this amount. We note here that the new flow-rate measurements consisted of more data points and were checked several times to improve reliability. We, therefore, revise our previous DCSs and provide corrected values in Table III . The revised data are, on average, 15% smaller than our previous results. These revised results consist mainly of new measurements taken in the 60
• -120
• scattering angle range with a renormalization of the earlier measurements to the new DCSs throughout the entire angular range. Although this revision improves the agreement with past measurements, our results remain systematically larger by about 20%. However, the difference is now generally within the combined error limits. Consequently, although we still note a possible effect of error in the gas-kinetic cross section for water on the normalization of past cross-sectional measurements, any such effect is smaller than was suggested by our previous study.
We also correct the description of the basis set used in the calculation by noting that the most diffuse s-type Gaussian on oxygen was inadvertently replaced by a d-type Gaussian of the same exponent. 
